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E:A (in development) will be a web based, freely
available and open source catastrophe model
with global coverage operating at policy relevant
scales
1) asset value at risk of flood

2) role of existing and proposed green
infrastructure in protecting the assets
This risk and scenario analysis is critical to
policy for NBS. It is distinct from the dataintensive, localised, expensive 2D and 3D flood
forecasting models

Overview of Talk
1) Options for assessing the impact of NBS:
Modelling
Measurement
Space for time substitution

2) Lessons learned:
Assessment challenges for small scale NBS
The issue of NBS connectivity within a catchment
How to get the best value for money
How to choose the best assessment tool

Limits to policy-relevant modelling
Data are uncertain at policy-relevant scales. Key datasets for flooding (rainfall and
terrain) can be highly uncertain for large catchments
WorldClim V1
mean=745mm

CHP mean=780mm

● Two different rainfall datasets for the Danube. Annual totals are similar but:
- a difference of 1 mm over this area equates to 0.55 km3 of water difference
- the range of values within the watershed and the spatial distribution are quite
different ~ important implications when assessing NBS water storage and risk of
insured assets

Limits to policy-relevant modelling
Antecedent conditions play an important role in whether an area floods. Often
these conditions are unknown or difficult to predict.
- We do not know the where and when rainfall events will hit
- We cannot predict the size or duration of rainfall events
- Soil and subsurface hydrology is poorly known at policy relevant scales
- Prediction of the hyper-local outcomes that characterise flooding is thus challenging
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Limits to policy-relevant modelling
There are many green and grey water stores to take account of, some of which
are poorly known.
Danube
Floodplain (~95 km3)
Wetland (~24 km3)
Total storage
658 km3.
Soil (~191 km3)

Water body (~89

Canopy (~259 km3)

km3)

Even 1km3 of water in
the wrong place can
generate a lot of
damage

Limits to policy-relevant modelling
Small scale interventions will be lost in the noise/uncertainty of data and
complexity of processes within models/catchments

Wetland storage as
% of total river flow

Rapid decline in influence of key wetlands in the Danube with distance
downstream.
i.e. within only 40 km downstream, the wetland storage is only 0.4% of the flow
(the Danube is 2,860 km long so for most of the river the wetland has virtually
no flood-relevant influence)

Limits to policy-relevant modelling
When modelling flood risk, an
additional 1 cm of height to a river
bank or flood defence can be the
difference between a flood or no flood
●

This precision is not possible at policy
relevant scales (only with specific
events with expensive, data-intensive
2D and 3D flood forecasting models)

●

NBS policy-relevant models focus on:
- probability distributions of
possible event-location pairs
(not on predicting inundation by
specific events)
- assessing the probable
benefits to a range of events
(not their impact on flooded
area for a specific eventlocation combination)

Limits to policy-relevant measurement
An alternative approach is the direct measurement of changes in storage volume
within specific NBS stores relative to the downstream volumes of water necessary to
generate a flood
● This has the potential to measure the realtime contribution of NBS to flow and flood
mitigation
● For smaller interventions this is a much
more direct measure of their efficacy. The
Eco:Actuary platform facilitates this through
IoT connected electronic monitoring of green
storage and its influence downstream
● However this is not possible for:
- Interventions that have not yet been made
- Numerous distributed upstream interventions
● Some combination of measuring and
modelling may be necessary
FreeStation sonic water level gauge
connected to EcoActuary through IoT

Space-for-time analogues
Many proposed NBS for NFM have been done before, elsewhere in similar settings
● Finding an analogous NBS in a similar setting to
that proposed may provide a good indication of the
likely efficacy of the proposed NBS
● This requires similar (or at least well known)
conditions between the analogue and the proposed
intervention, and a number of years of data on the
role of the existing intervention at times of flood

● Some 'scaling' may be needed to account for
differences in scale or context between the
analogues
● Databases of NBS such as the Urban Nature Atlas
can facilitate this process (if built well)

Assessment challenges for small interventions
● Small interventions have a rapid downstream decay in influence
● Not all interventions work for all events (we still need insurance). The smaller the
intervention, the fewer events that it will protect from.
● The sum of all interventions upstream is what matters, so interventions cannot be
considered in isolation from each other
● Where you put the intervention is important: small (or more) interventions towards the
top of catchments, larger interventions further downstream where rivers have greater
flow

● 2D and 3D flood forecasting models
may be an option for small scale
interventions in small catchments
but not large catchments
● For small interventions in large
catchments, approaches other than
modelling may be better

The connectivity of NBS is important

Percentage of upstream water
storage in protected areas in the
Danube Catchment

● The catchment has a large amount of protected areas (red), but this effect decays
downstream as unprotected storage (white) joins the network
● Chains of along-stream protected areas (i.e. NBS) can secure high proportions
of natural flood storage, whereas the influence of isolated protected areas (i.e.
NBS) decays quickly. Big interventions are better than small ones

How to get the best value for money out of NBS
Focus interventions where:
1) NBS can make the greatest impact hydrologically
i.e. ideally large interventions; smaller interventions are
most effective in the upper catchment
2) There are the MOST downstream assets (whose risk may be mitigated by the NBS)

To do this you need to know where the assets are located ...

Mapping of Assets
Good maps for different classes of asset type are necessary
Eco:Actuary uses OSM data for this
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Use the best tool for the job and know when to say "I
don't know"
●

Don’t assume an NBS will
work. It may not. Test it

●

Only use modelling where it
is best suited. Consider
measurement or analogues
or a combination

●

Pay attention to uncertainty
in models and/or data

●

Recognise where the
question asked is the wrong
one or cannot be answered
with the evidence available,
and say so

●

Focus on cheap, large rather
than expensive, small NBS
interventions
● Take into account the
distribution of (downstream)
assets on floodplains to
have maximum 'bang for
buck’
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